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NASA Mars Sample Return Robotic Competition

Our First Open House

We are now in our sixth
week, everyone has Friday’s
class off to celebrate Christmas, but they will be back
hard at work on January 2,
2015!

While it wasn’t really intended as an open house as
we are still moving in
equipment and setting the
Lab up, it was a good turn
out of friends and parents
and certainly filled the
place up!

We have finished the drive
base design, which includes
six wheels on spring suspensions, four powered wheels
driven by a 4.5 reduction gear
train and four motors and two
free floating front wheels.

be approved by the NASA
competition committee before
being added. If there is anyone out there who wishes to
become part of this really
fascinating project please give
me a call at the Lab’s new
phone number: 570-386-2392,
(after Friday, its being installed then, lol).

The robot will use the “tank”
method of steering which will
add to its nimbleness in the
test field.
Our next step is to begin design of the scaled version of
the drive base in Cero 2.0 and
taking it from the Lego world
to the real world.

Our NASA class showed
their worth as they continued on oblivious to the
‘crowd” and did some solid
design work amidst the
buzz of the surrounding
conversations.
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We will also begin to develop
the sample deck with its rotating carousel, we will try to
have twelve separate sample
containers to keep each sample separate and free from
contamination from other
samples.
Our initial team core is now
set as well with, Alexandra as
team captain, Mary, Dan “the
elder”, Dan “the younger”
Rachel, Katie and Andrew.
The rules will permit additional members but they must
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Classes are on holiday right
now for the Christmas break
but will resume on January
5th. We will continue to
teach at St. Joseph Church
School in Danville, PA on
Monday afternoons and at St.
John Neumann in Palmerton
on Wednesday afternoons.

The computers have arrived!
I will be spending the next
several days installing updates
and software in preparation
for January’s adult classes.

The class at the First Presbyterian Church in Weatherly
will be taken over by Dave
Madden, who has been assisting in teaching since September. He will continue to be
aided by W.I.R.E. through
classroom materials and
teaching rubrics , but will be
on his own for teaching.
This allows us to begin our
adult classes at the Skunkworks. Good luck Coach!
All the classes will begin the
new year with learning about
aerospace engineering, in
atmosphere: Bernoulli's Principal, Newton's Laws and the
Laws of Aerodynamics.
Mathematics comes into play
with measuring surface area
of wings and proportional
ratios between the fuselage
and the wing areas.

Make your bed.
About three weeks before you
are ready to plant, after the soil
has dried so that it doesn't
clump when you pick up a fistful, sink a fork into the earth.
Loosen it down to about 12
inches, add a half-inch layer
of compost, and rake the surface of your garden until it has
no weeds, dirt clumps, or big
stones. Over the next three
weeks, pull any weeds that
come up. Raking and then letting the soil sit for a few weeks
brings out weed seeds that were
lurking in the soil.
Dig a furrow—or not.
If you like symmetry and order,
carve out a shallow trench with
a hoe or hand trowel. But you
don't have to plant in rows. You
can organize your garden as a
grid, with plants at the four
corners of each square, or you
can choose not to organize it at
all. Whichever style you go
with, dig shallow furrows or
holes for the seeds.

Classes will start with lessons
in 3Ds Max a heavy duty animation software package,
think How to Train Your
Dragon and Pixar!
These classes will be held
Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 6—8 and will run for
two weeks giving a total class
time of eight hours. They are
sponsored by KG Projections,
Inc and portions of the fees
generated will go to support
the efforts of The Weatherly
Institute for Robotics and Engineering aka. W.I.R.E. and
the teams from the Skunkworks.
Come and learn in a small
class room setting from a software trainer with more than
twenty years of classroom
experience.

More to come, stay tuned

Organic Gardening On-Line

Attracting Pollinators to Your Garden Using Native Plants
Join us in naming our
mascot.

Many of us enjoy the beauty
of flowers in our backyard
and community gardens.
Growing native plants adds
beauty and important habitats
for wildlife, especially for
pollinators. Even a small
backyard garden can make a
big difference.
Gardening connects us to naPage 2

ture and helps us better understand how nature works
Pollination is the process of
moving pollen from one
flower to another of the same
species, which produces fertile seeds. Almost all flowering plants need to be pollinated. Some plants are pollinated by wind or water, and
some are even self-

pollinating. However, most
flowering plants depend on
bees,
butterflies,
and
other
animals
for pollination.
U.S. Forest ServiceRangeland
Management Botany Program

* http://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/pollinators/documents/AttractingPollinatorsV5.pdf
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My Life: The Story of a Plastic Bag—Continued
Now I know that you young
people love to go to the Water
Parks and slip down those
long slides into pools of water, but that is in the sun with
nice clean air all around you.
I slid for a long time in the
dark and let me tell you that
the smell, ooooh not good, not
good at all!
At last the slide ended but not
my journey because you see
the pipe that I was in joined
up with yet a bigger pipe, and
all that water with me and all
those other things that
bumped into me but who didn’t tell me who they were,
well we all got pushed along
faster and faster.
The noise was terrible the
smell worse and all I could do
was pray that it would all end
just as soon as it could. Then
ahead I saw it. Light, not
only light, but daylight.
The water rushed me along
until I shot out in a big spray
of water, bags, and dead animals. We shot out into the
sky and then arched down,
down until we were all
plunged into a mad whirling
mass of water. Around and

around I tumbled first seeing
the dark and then being rolled
over to see light above until at
last I was pushed out into the
current of a large river.
Now having spoken to so
many bags I knew that I was
one of the lucky ones, because you see a lot of my fellow bags don’t get a ride in
the water drains, some get
taken down the sewers and
end up in treatment plants and
are disposed of! Some arrive
at the river eventually but
they first have to get pushed
into small streams and then
into larger ones until they
reach the river all the while
getting caught up in bushes
and sunken logs until they
clog up the stream or until
some environmentally
friendly humans come to
gather them up for,
“recycling”.
Recycling sounds dangerous
but my fellow bags tell me
it’s like being reborn, to start
life again. Lucky bags!

YOUTH IMMERSION CAMPS
TAKE YOUNG PEOPLE AGES

liked just floating along thinking of nothing really other
than the sun on my face and
the cool water on my back.

9—16 AND PROVIDES THEM

I floated past farmer’s fields
and tree lined banks, occasionally past a town or two.
All the while the river in
which I floated grew and
grew.

MODELS THAT ACTUALLY

The worse part of my journey
was when we floated near
large cities. It was then that
some of the river was sucked
into large pipes which caused
the water to disappear reducing the flow of the current.
Then from spots along dirty,
grimy buildings poured the
water back out but it was no
longer clean. It smelled bad
and some of the stuff in it
burned my skin.

NOVEMBER 15TH

WITH A SATURDAY DEVOTED
TO A SINGLE TOPIC OF
ENGINEERING. THIS REQUIRES
KIDS TO WORK IN A TEAM
FORMAT WITH SOPHISTICATED
WORK.
THE CAMPS WILL TAKE PLACE
AT THE SKUNKWORKS AT
NEW RINGGOLD.
CALL:
TEL. (570) 401-7813

BASIC ROBOTICS
DECEMBER 13TH
AEROSPACE/IN ATMOSPHERE
JANUARY 17TH
9:00 AM—6:00 PM
NANOTECHNOLOGY
FEBRUARY
BRIDGES & STRUCTURE
THE COST IS ONLY $75 PER
PERSON PER CAMP AND
INCLUDES A CATERED LUNCH.
CALL US AT 570-401-7813 OR
570-436-7884 TO REGISTER.
PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED!
MORE CAMPS TO BE
ANNOUNCED KEEP READING
OUR NEWSLETTER!

Meanwhile I was moving
along with the river. This
didn’t seem so bad to me, I

Sally Ride
In 1983, astronaut and astrophysicist Sally Ride became
the first American woman in
space aboard the space shuttle
Challenger.
Ride died on July 23, 2012 at
the age of 61, following a
battle with pancreatic cancer.
Born on May 26, 1951, Sally
Ride grew up in Los Angeles
and went to Stanford Univer-

sity, where she was a double
major in physics and English.
Ride received bachelor's degrees in both subjects in 1973.
She continued to study physics at the university, earning a
master's degree in 1975 and a
Ph.D. in 1978.
That same year, Ride beat out
1,000 other applicants for a
spot in the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion's (NASA) astronaut program. She went through the
program’s rigorous training
program and got her chance to
go into space and the record
books in 1983. On June 18,
Ride became the first American woman in space, aboard
the space shuttle Challenger.
As a mission specialist, she
helped deploy satellites and
worked other projects. She
returned to Earth on June 24.

Bio.
© 2014 Bio and the Bio
logo are registered trademarks of A&E Television
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YOUNG MINDS! REAL WORLD PROBLEMS! UNIQUE SOLUTIONS!

T H E W E AT H E R LY I N S T I T U T E F O R R O B OT I C S A N D E N G I N E E R I N G
3320 Summer Valley Road
New Ringgold, PA 17960
570-401-7813
email: goodalestephen@gmail.com

We are a Christian Based
Organization. We Believe!
For twenty two years I have operated my for profit company:
KG Projections, Inc. and for the
past ten years The Weatherly
Institute for Robotics and Engineering or W.I.R.E. a PA recognized non-profit.
My for profit company has generated most of the monies
needed for my non profit to survive and complete its mission to
teach the children engineering.
Now I have introduced a third
arm, The Skunkworks at New
Ringgold. While not a separate
company it will become the umbrella structure to support my
other two enterprises and will
allow me to open up a research
facility dedicated to creating new
technologies to help in our struggle with a changing climate and
alternative energy strategies.
I intend to share some of these
concepts with you my readers
beginning with the Robotic Bee
program. So please look for further developments in the pages
of this newsletter and those to
follow.
Please consider the donation of a
stereoscopic microscope with
camera mount or the money
($300) to purchase the unit.
Thanks: Stephen Goodale

It is the goal of The Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering to create a culture of
Science and Technology in which young people and adults may come to learn and be inspired!
Over the years we have watched as technology has increasingly driven our culture, while the
number of people who are actually taking engineering and technology courses have decreased.
Even more maddening is that this knowledge base has found its way overseas and to other
countries making the United States vulnerable to the whims of a global economy.
W.I.R.E. has taken the challenge up in a small way, bringing young children, young adults and
adults to the class room and exposing them to a wide range of engineering opportunities.

Changes at The Skunkworks
The computer equipment and digital projector are being installed at the Lab. Preparations are underway to begin adult classes
which will be on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings 6—8, classes will be two, two
week sessions, for a total of 8 hours per
class.
What is more exciting is that classes, camps,
competitions and challenges are beginning
to shape up and are lending a strong push to
validate the existence of this unique facility.
We are already in the beginning stages of
our Mars Sample Robotic Return challenge,
and we are about to have our third Saturday
Camp on January 17th, this time on
Nanotechnology.
We will soon register for this year’s FIRST
Tech Challenge and will be looking for
members to compete in this fun competition.
We are still looking for team members to
participate in the Real World Design Challenge to continue and build on last year’s
drone design meant for autonomous studies
of farm fields.
We will begin to offer adult classes in January in software and robotics, so this is a
very busy time for us. It is also an important
time because the Skunkworks must support
itself through class fees, grants and corporate donations. This is a very unique opportunity to learn technologies first hand in a
lab with instruction. We hope to see you

